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1. INTR~OUCTION 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k of characteristic p 
(20) and G a finite subgroup of GL(V). Then G acts naturally on the 
symmetric algebra k[ V] of V. If x is a linear character of G (i:e., 
x E Hom(G, k*)), we denote by k[ V], the set 
IfE k[ VI I W> = x(~)f for allaEG) 
whose elements are known as x-invariants (semiinvariants, relative 
invariants or invariants relative to x). The ring of invariants k[ VI” is 
regarded as a graded subalgebra of k[ V] with respect to the natural 
graduation of k[ V]. Clearly, k[V], is a finitely generated graded k[ VI”- 
module. By the Galois theory of fields it is easy to see that k[ VI, is not a 
trivial module. 
Now let us consider the module structure of kl VIZ under the assumption 
that k = C (C denotes the complex number field). We can associate x with a 
homogeneous polynomial f, of C [ V], where f, is effectively determined by the 
CG-module V and x (for definition, see Section 3 and [ 9, Sect. 2 1). In 19 ) 
Stanley has proved 
THEOREM 1.1 (Stanley, cf. 19, (2.3)]). The following statements on a 
linear character x of a finite subgroup G of GL(V) are equivalent: 
(1) C [ V], is a graded free @ [ V]G-module of rank one. 
(2) f, is a x-invariant of G. 
If a normal subgroup H of G contains the commutator subgroup [G, G], 
then there is a subgroup X,, of Hom(G, C*) such that H = nxEx,, Ker x. 
Applying the Reynolds operators, we can show that C [ V]” = @XEX,, C [ VI,. 
Hence, in the case where C 1 V], are free C [ VI”-modules for x E X,, 
Theorem 1.1 informs us of the ring structure of C [ V]“/n@ [ V]” where n is 
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the irrelevant maximal ieal of C[V]“. When G is generated by pseudo- 
reflections, this viewpoint plays an important role for Stanley to try to 
classify H such that C [ V]” is a complete intersection. (In [ 101 Stanley has 
conjectured that if C:[ V]” is a complete intersection, then there is a finite 
group 6 generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V) which contains G with 
G 2 [c’, c”].) 
The proof of Theorem 1.1, which has appeared in [ 9 1, depends essentially 
on the following classical result of Molien. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Molien, cf. 15, 2)). Zf x is an element of Hom(G, %: *), 
then x(o) ’ n:. dim(c [ vl,), T*= j$ & det(l _ To) ’ 
where (C [ VI,),, is the graded part of C [ VI, of degree n and T is a variable. 
However, this theorem breaks down under the assumption that k has 
positive characteristic. Thus, we do not have effective criteria for k[ V], to be 
a free k[ VJG-module. The purpose of this paper is to extend the theorem of 
Stanley to the case where ground fields k are arbitrary. Our proofs were 
suggested by unpublished results of Professor S. Endo (Tokyo Metropolitan 
University) in 1974 on divisor class groups of rings of invariants. 
The main results in this paper are the following 
I (THEOREM 2.9). Let R be a unique factorization domain such that 
U(R) = k* for some subfield k of R and let G be aJ?nite subgroup of Aut(R). 
Then the following statements on a 1-cocycle x E Z’(G, k*) are equivalent: 
(1) R, is a free R ‘-module of rank one. 
(2) There is a unit u, of R such that uxgx E R,. 
II (THEOREM 3.1). Zf G is a finite subgroup of GL(V), then the 
following statements on a linear character x of G are equivalent: 
(1) k[ Vjx is a gradedfree k[ VI”-module of rank one. 
(2) f, is a x-invariant of G. 
III (THEOREM 3.8). Let G be afinite subgroup of GL(V) and let N be a 
normal subgroup of G such that G/N is abelian. Suppose that k[VI” is a 
polynomial ring and (IG/NI,p) = 1 tfp (= char(k)) > 0. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) k[ V]” is a complete intersection. 
(2) p(N) coincides with the group G,(k) for some datum D. 
481:?9:1 15 
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Furthermore, we shall give some remarks which are concerned with 
Samuel’s Galois descent (e.g., 171) and the results of Dress 13 1 and Kang 
[ 41. For example, we can completely determine finite subgroups G of GL( V) 
such that all k[ I’], are free k[ VI’-modules. It should be emphasized that our 
generalization of Stanley’s theorem is useful to compute invariants of finite 
groups over finite fields. 
2. SAMUEL'S GALOIS DESCENT AND RELATIVE INVARIANTS 
For a ring (commutative ring) A, U(A) is defined to be the group of units 
of A and .?(A) stands for the set of all prime ideals p of A with ht(p) 
(height of p) = 1. Moreover, if A is a Krull domain, for an ideal a of A we set 
6 = npaYcAj a,, which is called the divisorialization of a in A and denote by 
Cl(A) the divisor class group of A. 
We suppose that R is a Krull domain and G is a finite subgroup of 
Aut(R). For any prime ideal p in .Y(R), let e(p, p n R”) be the ramification 
index of p over p n RG (i.e., (p n RG) R, = (pRp)e(P,pn@‘)) and let vp be the 
valuation associated to the discrete valuation ring R, (for a subset B of R, 
v,(B) satisfies BR, = (PR~)~@)). If x is an element of Z’(G, U(R)) 
(Z’(G, U(R)) is the group of I-cocycles of G in U(R)), we put 
R, = (fE R 1 a(f) = x(a)f for all CJ E G}, 
whose elements are called relative invariants or x-invariants of G. Then R, is 
an R ‘-module. 
LEMMA 2.1. The RG-module R, is isomorphic to a divisorial integral 
ideal of RG. 
Proof: Let K be the quotient field of R. Then we have K, ‘Y K” ORc, R, 
and it follows from Hilbert’s Theorem 90 that K, # 0. This implies that 
R, # 0 for all x E Z’(G, U(R)). Thus, we can choose a non-zero element f 
from Rx_, . It is obvious that j%!R fl RG (=RTfn R”) =fl,. We deduce 
easily from this that jR, is divisorial in RG (i.e., R, is isomorphic to a 
divisorial integral ideal of RG) since G is finite. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any p E 9(R) we have 
v,(R,R) < 4th P nRG), 
where R,R denotes the ideal of R generated by R,. 
Proof. Let p be any prime ideal in 9(R) and put S = Rz OR<; R where 
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q=pnRG.ThenS is a Krull domain on which G acts naturally and we can 
identify S, with Rf BRc R,. If p’ is a prime ideal of S lying over qSG, then 
p’ is conjugate to pS under the action of G. Because SxS is a G-stable ideal, 
we must have ups(S,S) = u,(S,S). Suppose that u&R,R) (= ups(S,S)) > 
e(p, q) (= e(pS, qSG)). Then we can choose a divisorial integral proper ideal 
a of SC (= R’q) which satisfies S’;s= a?% for a divisorial integral ideal b of 
S. Since SC is a discrete valuation ring, there is a non-unit h of SC such that 
3 = S/r. S, is contained in bh, and hence we see that S, E ni,, Sh’ = (0), 
which is a contradiction. 
Because G acts naturally on 9(R), 9(R) is a disjoint union of G-orbits, 
which are called conjugate classes in 9(R). We fix a set 57 consisting of 
representatives of all conjugate classes in .9(R) and put 
W = (u,(R,R) mod e(p, P n R’)),,v E 0 z/e(p, P n RG) z 
PEP 
for any I-cocycle x of G in U(R) (H denotes the ring of all integers). Clearly, 
R,R = R,R if x = ylmodB’(G, U(R)) (B’(G, U(R)) is the group of l- 
coboundaries of G in U(R)), and hence v induces 
a:H’(G,U(R))-+ @ Z/e(p,pnR’)Z 
PEW 
such that z?kR’(G, U(R))) = v(x) (H’(G, U(R)) is the first cohomology 
group of a LG-module U(R)). Let ZA(G, U(R)) be the set 
which is a subgroup of Z’(G, U(R)). Since ZA(G, U(R)) contains 
B’(G, U(R)), we can put HA(G, U(R)) = Zk(G, U(R))/B’(G, U(R)). 
LEMMA 2.3. The sequence 
O-H:(G,U(R))-,W’(G,U(R))~ @ Z/e(p,pnR’)Z 
PC%+ 
is an exact sequence of groups. 
Proof: It suffices to show that 
v,(R,RR,R) = vp(R,,R) mod e(p, p n RG) 
for x, v/E Z’(G, U(R)) and p E 9(R). As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we 
may assume that RG is a discrete valuation ring. Then, by Lemma 2.1, there 
are elements f; g, h in R such that R, = R’S, R, = RGg and R, = R’h. 
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Clearly, fg E R,, and so we have fg = h’h for some h’ E R”, which implies 
that v,(R,RR,R) z vp(RXIR) mod e(p, p f7 Ro). 
We denote by [a] the class of a divisorial ideal a in the divisor class 
group. Let o: Cl(R’)-+ Cl(R) be a homomorphism such that o(la]) = [a 1 
for each divisorial integral ideal a of RG. We have already known that Ker (D 
can be embedded in H’(G, U(R)) (e.g., 171). 
LEMMA 2.4. Ker ~1 is naturally isomorphic to Hk(G, U(R)). Moreover cp 
is injective tf and only if R, are free RG-modules for all x E ZA(G, U(R)). 
Proof Let a be a divisorial integral ideal of R” which satisfies 6R = Rf 
for an element f of R. Then there is a I-cocycle x of G in U(R) such thatf is 
a x- -‘-invariant. Because G is finite and a is divisorial, we must have 
a = aR n R” =flx (to prove this we need only to show that a,,,,, = 
OR, n R&R” for all p E ,Y(R)). Thus, x belongs to ZL(G, U(R)). Conversely, 
for any x E ZL(G, U(R)) and for a non-zero element f of R, ,, JR, is a 
divisorial integral ideal (cf. Lemma 2.1) whose class belongs to Ker cp. 
Hence, we get a natural isomorphism Hi(G, U(R)) % Ker cp. The last 
assertion of Lemma 2.4 follows from this isomorphism and Lemma 2.1. 
Now we assume that R is factorial (i.e., R is a unique factorization 
domain) and fix a set ,JY= (M, 1 p E .P(R)} consisting of M,E R which 
satisfies RM, = p. If a = (a&” is a sequence such that each a,, is a non- 
negative integer with ap < e(p, p n RF), we put 
where Gp is the G-orbit of p. Since almost all ap are zero, F(a) is well 
defined. Obviously F(a) is a relative invariant of G and then x, denotes the 
1-cocycle which satisfies Rxe 3 F(a). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The homomorphism 
6: H’(G, U(R)) + @ Z/e(p, p n RG) Z 
PEW 
is subjective and the following conditions on x E Z’(G, U(R)) are equivalent: 
(1) R, is a free RG-module. 
(2) x/x, belongs to B’(G, U(R)) for some sequence rx = (ap)pcU? such 
that each ap is a non-negative integer with a, < e(p, p n R’). 
Proof. For q E % with e(q, q n RG) > 1, let &(q) = (bp(q))p,W be a 
sequence defined by b,(q) = 0 (p # q) and b,(q) = 1. Further we put 
F, = F@(q)) and xq = XJ(~), respectively. Then 0 < vP(RXqR) < vp(Fq) and 
vp(RXqR) = v,,(R,~R) for p, p’ E .9(R) with Gp = Gp’. Put S = R$$, @,,,R 
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and suppose that uq(RXqR) = 0. Since S” is a discrete valuation ring, 
Sxq = SGg for some g E S, and by the assumption uJS,~S) = 0 we must 
have g E U(S). This implies that 
1 = uqs( g ‘F,) > u,J(qS f7 S”) S) = e(q, q 17 R”), 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, we see that RxqR = RF’,, and it follows 
from the definition of xq that 
RXq = RXq n (RTR) = R”F, 
for all q E V. If a = (u,),,~ is a sequence such that each a, is a non-negative 
integer with up ( e(p, p n R”), then we have F(D) = 1 IqEwFtq and 
x, = rlq,VQ. Furthermore u&RIP R) = u&F(a)), because RXq = R”F, and V 
is a homomorphism (cf. Lemma 2.3). Thus, Zr is surjective and the 
implication (2) => (1) follows. Let x be a 1-cocycle of G in U(R) such that R, 
is a free R”-module and put a,, = u,(R,R) for p E %‘. Since rank,, R, (rank 
of the RF-module Rx) = 1, we can choose a generator g of R. Then there is a 
unit u of R such that ug = F(a) where 1z = (u,),,~ and therefore x/,Y, is a l- 
coboundary of G in U(R). The proof of Proposition 2.5 is completed. 
Hereafter we assume that there is a subfield k of R of characteristic p 
(>O) such that U(R) = k* (= U(k)). We say that an automorphism CJ of R is 
a generalized reflection of Aut(R) if (a - 1) R Ep for some p E 9(R). It 
should be noted that all generalized reflections of Aut(R) are k-algebra 
automorphisms. For each p E ,4(R), let I, denotes the inertia group of p 
under the natural action of G. i.e., I, = {CJ E G 1 (a - 1) R G p}. Because 
H’(Z,, k*) = Hom(Z,, k*) and p = RM, is I,-stable, 6,: I,--+ k* defined by 
w> = 4Mp)I~v (f or u E ZJ is a homomorphism of groups. 
LEMMA 2.6. For p E .Y(R) the order of the group ZJKer 6, is equal to 
e(p, p n R”) and Hom(Z,, k*) is a cyclic group generated by 6,. 
Proof: Since M~piKcr’pl E R’p and p n R’p is unramified over p n R’;, 
we can easily show that (ZdKer a,/ > e(p, p r‘l R’p) = e(p, p n R”) and 
u”;(P*PnRG’ E R’p for some u E R with u @ p. Clearly, u is a relative 
invariant of Zp. If there is an element u in I, such that a(u) # U, then 
u(u) - u = cu for some c E k* and so u is divisible by M,. Thus, we must 
have u E R’p and e(p, p n R”) = e(p, p n R’p) = IZdKer 6,i. From the 
classical ramification theory of discrete valuation rings we deduce that 
Ker 6, is a p-group if char(k) =p > 0. In the case of p = 0, Ker 6, is trivial 
and hence we always have Hom(ZJKer 6,. k*) z Hom(Z,, k*), which is 
generated by 6,. 
If x E Z’(G, U(R)) and p E :9(R), then by Lemma 2.6 we can put 
tp(X) = min (n E Z + , x(u) = av(u)” for all u E I,}, 
where Z, is the set of all non-negative integers. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. For any x E Z’(G, U(R)) and p E .ii”(R), t&) is equal 
to vp(R& 
Proof. We fix a prime ideal p in 9(R) and put S = REnR, OR’, R. Since 
SC is a discrete valuation ring, there is an element g of S which generates S, 
as an SG-module. We choose g’ from S such that g = g’mip@Xs). Then 
@g’>/g’ = 6,(o) p t (x)-%(sxs) for all D E I,. If a(g’) fg’ for some u E I,, g’ 
is divisible by M, in S, which is a contradiction. Thus, 8’ppCx) = 8ip’RXR’, and 
so it follows from Lemma 2.2 that tpk) = v,(R,R). 
By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 we see that 
Z’(G, k*) 3x i--1 6 PC*) E Hom(l,, k*) 
are homomorphisms for all p E g, and hence they induce the 
homomorphism 
t: H’(G, k*) -+ @ Hom(l,, k*) 
PEW 
in the natural way. 
COROLLARY 2.8. The sequence 
o-+H:(G,k*)-+H’(G,k*)f Q~VHom(Zp,k*)-tO 
is exact, and t is an isomorphism if and only if RG is factorial. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we get a commutative diagram 







0 qe(P, P n RG) z 
PC4 
Thus this corollary follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Since almost all tp@) are zero, we can put 
g* = 1 1 My. 
pc.Y’(R) 
THEOREM 2.9. The following statements on a I-cocycle x of G in k” are 
equivalent: 
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(1) R, is a free RG-module. 
(2) There is an element ux in k* such that urg, is a x-invariant of G. 
If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then we have R, = RGu,g,. 
Proof By Proposition 2.1 we see that RT = Rgx. If R is a free R”- 
module, then R, = RGh for some h E R, which implies (2). konversely we 
suppose that ux gx E R, for some ux E k *. Since R, is contained in Ru,gx, we 
must have R, = RGu, gx. 
For a group H we put X,(H) = Hom(H, k*) and 
C&(H)= 0 Kerx 
XEX,Vf) 
respectively and, for a ring A, denote by AH the group ring of H over A. If 
H is a finite group, we have gk(Xk(H)) = (1 } and IX&Q = JH/33k(H)I. 
Consequently, if 
O-+H,+H,+H,+O 
is an exact sequence of finite abelian groups such that Gk(H,) = 
CYJ~(H,) = { 1 }, then the sequence 
0 -X,W,) -X,(H,) -X,(H,) + 0 
is also exact. 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose that G acts trivia& on k. Then we have 
RG~(G‘) N = @ R, 
XEX!JG) 
as R GG/%k(G)-moduies. 
Proof. Let @,: R %ktG) + Rx be the Reynolds operator defined by 
@x(y) = , G/d,(G), 08k(r;j;;,i*k(Gj ‘- ‘@‘) +) 
for y E RaktG’ (notice that 1 G/%?JG)I is a unit of R). Since RykCC) contains Rx 
and Gz(R,) = 0 for x, w E X,(G) with x # II/, the RGG/&?k(G)-homomorphism 
@: RQktG) 3 x F+ (Q,(x)) E @ R, 
XEX~(G) 
is surjective. It follows from 1 G/gJG)J = JHom(G, k*)J that Ker @ is a 
torsion RG-module. Because RpkCG’ is a torsion-free R”-module, @ is an 
isomorphism. 
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Let .X(G) be the subgroup of G generated by all generalized reflections in 
G (.X(G) is a normal subgroup of G). 
THEOREM 2.11. Suppose that G acts trivially on k. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) RG is a unique factorization domain. 
(2) X,(G/.X(G)) is trivial. 
(3) For all x E X,(G), R, are free R”-modules. 
(4) Ryk(G) is a free R GG/Q(k(G)-module. 
(5) G = .2(G) 5’JG) ( i.e., G = {as 1 o E <‘Z(G), 7 E Zk(G)]). 
Proof. The equivalence (1) c> (3) follows from Lemma 2.4, and the 
implication (5) 3 (2) is obvious. To prove (1) o (2) we need only to show 
that HA(G, k*) rX,(G/.Y(G)) (cf. Lemma 2.4). By Corollary 2.8 we see 
that HL(G, k*) 2 Ker t 5 X,(G/.X(G)). 
(2) 3 (5): It follows from the assumption X,(G/.@(G)) = (1 } that the 
natural homomorphism X,(G) -X,(.(X(G)) is injective. Hence, we get a 
commutative diagram 
0 
.29(G) can. G/%,(G) ----+O 
of groups with exact rows and an exact column (for convenience we use 0 
instead of 1 in this diagram). Thus, we must have G =9(G) GJG). 
(4) * (3): We suppose that RYkCG’ = $JTEGIYkCC;) RGt(f) for some 
fe RYk(G‘). Since kG/@:,(G) z CTEG,gk(G, kt(f) as kG/&k(G)-modules, there 
is an RG-basis {h, 1 x E X,(G)} of RVkCG) such that h, is a x-invariant of G. 
From this we easily deduce that all R, are free R”-modules of rank one. 
(3) 3 (4): We can assume that R, = R”h, for some h,E R, and 
identify the RCG/Dk(G)-module RVkCG) with @XEx,(F) R,. Then the 
kG/%k(G)-module CXEXx((j) kh, is isomorphic to the group ring of G/Q:,(G) 
over k. Hence CxEX,(c) kh, = l$)rEG,Uk(G‘) kr(f) for some f E Rvk(” and we 
must have RvkCC) (= aTEG:YkCG, RGz(f )) z R”G/S(‘,(G). 
For a finite group H we denote by Ha’ the commutator quotient of H and 
by H, a Sylow q-subgroup of H if q is a prime number. If q = 0, we put 
H,= (1). 
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COROLLARY 2.12. Suppose that k is algebraically closed and G acts 
trivially on k. Let H be a minimal normal subgroup of G such that 
I G/H] E k* and G/H is a solvable group. Then RG is a unique factorization 
domain if and only if G = 9(G) H. 
Proof: Put Do(G) = G and for any natural number i let D’(G) = 
a,JD’-‘(G)). Since k is algebraically closed, D’(G) is equal to the kernel of 
the homomorphism Yi: D’-‘(G) + D’~‘(G)““/(D’-‘(G)““), which is the 
composite of canonical homomorphism D’-‘(G) -+ D’- ‘(G)O*, Dim’(G)‘* + 
D’~‘(G)““/(D’-‘(G)““),. Th us, D”(G) = H for a sufftciently large n and so 
it suffices to show that if G=:!(G) D’(G), then G=.%?(G) D’+‘(G) (cf. 
Theorem 2.11). Using Di(G) = Ker Yi we can easily prove this. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Suppose that R is a noetherian polynomial ring over 
k and G acts trivially on k. If RG is a regular ring, then G = 9(G) H and 
RG is a unique factorization domain. Here H is a minimal normal subgroup 
of G such that JG/H] E k*. 
Proof: Assume that RG is a regular ring and let cr be any element of G 
such that the order of o is not divisible by p if char(k) =p > 0. To prove 
Proposition 2.13 we need only to show that u belongs to K = 3(G) H. Let I? 
be the algebraic closure of k and let us extend the action of G to the 
polynomial ring &Ok R in the natural way. Then, by the theorem of 
Bialynicki-Birula (cf. [ 1; 4, (4. lJ]), we can choose a maximal ideal tii of 
&Ok R such that a(m) = ti. Let N be the inertia group of m under the action 
of G/K on RK and put N = y- ‘(fl) where m = m ~7 RK and y denotes the 
canonical homomorphism G -+ G/K. Because tit is (c)-stable and u acts 
trivially on I;, u belongs to N. For any prime ideal p E Y(R), K contains the 
inertia group of p under the action of N and hence every divisorial prime 
ideal of Rt is unramified over RKnRs (e.g., [6, (41.2)]). Since RN,,,,, is 
unramilied over Rf,,,, (e.g., [6, (41.2)]), Rz,R, is a regular local ring. Thus, 
by the pu$ty of branch loci (e.g., [6, (41. l)]), RK, is unramitied over R$,,,. 
Because N acts trivially on RX/m, we have 
R?rnRz = R$,,,j(m f7 RN) R$,,,. 
It is well known that RK is a finitely generated RN-module and so RE is also 
a finitely generated RN,,,+%- module. Therefore, by Nakayama’s lemma, we 
must have R’$.,,, = Ri, which implies that K = N 3 u. (The last assertion of 
Proposition 2.13 follows from Theorem 2.11.) 
Kan [4] has already proved the last assertion of this proposition. 
Remark 2.14. Some of the results in this section can be extended to the 
case where G is not finite. For example, we note only the following assertion: 
With the notation of Theorem 2.11, ifG = .9(G) @r,(G), then R, are free RG- 
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modules for all x E X,(G) such that R, f 0 and Rti is a unique factorization 
domain (we do not assume that G is finite). 
3. STANLEY'S THEOREM AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we adopt the following notation and terminology: Let R be 
the symmetric algebra k( V] of a finite-dimensional vector space V over a 
field k of characteristic p (>O) and let G be a finite subgroup of GL(V). 
Then G acts naturally on R as automorphisms of a k-algebra. A subspace iJ 
of V* with dim V*/U = 1 is called a reflecting hyperplane relative to G, if 
there is a non-unipotent element u of G with V*(“) (= (x E V* 1 
a(x) = x)) = U, where V* is the dual kG-module Hom(V, k) of V. Let 
27 = { Ui 1 1 < i < n) be the set consisting of all reflecting hyperplanes in V* 
relative to G. For each i the set cq = {a E G 1 V*(“) 2 Vi} forms a group 
which contains a normal subgroup 6 such that 5 is unipotent on V and 
.T/q is a cyclic group with 1,4;/5 1 E k *. The cardinalities ei = l,q/q 
(1 < i < n) are known as orders of pseudo-reflections in G (recall that an 
element u E GL(V) with dim(u - l)V < 1 is called a pseudo-reflection). 
Reflecting hyperplanes Ui, Uj in P are said to be equivalent (in this case we 
write Ui - U,), if Ui is conjugate to Uj under the canonical action of G on 
the dual module V*. Exchanging the labels of hyperplanes, we may assume 
that {Vi I 1 < i < m} is the set of all inequivalent reflecting hyperplanes 
relative to G. We naturally regard any element of V as a k-linear 
homomorphism from V* to k and, for 1 ,< i < n, choose Li from V such that 
Ui = {h E V* 1 L,(h)(= h(L,)) = 0). Clearly, kLi is c+stable, and kL, is 
conjugate to kL, under the natural action of G if and only if Ui is equivalent 
to Uj. For a linear character x E X,,(G) we put 
s,.(x) = inf{r E L + I x(u) = (det u)~ for all u E J}. 
Finally fX denotes the homogeneous polynomial 
in R. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements on a linear character x E X,(G) 
of G are equivalent: 
(1) R, is a free RG-module of rank one. 
(2) f, is a x-invariant of G. 
Zf these equivalent conditions (l), (2) are satisfied, then we have R, = R “f,. 
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Proof: For a prime ideal p of R let p* be the homogeneous prime ideal 
\’ Rx. 
XEpnY 
Then H is equal to H* if H (resp. H*) denotes the inertia group of p (resp. 
p*) (under the action of G). Therefore, if p is a divisorial prime ideal of R 
and the inertia group of p is not trivial, p is generated by an element of V. 
Since 
rs;. = (a E G I(a - 1) VE kL,} 
=(aEGI(a-l)RERL,}, 
we deduce from Lemma 2.6 that e, = e(RL,, RLin RG) and 
(PE~(R)Ie(p,pnRG)> l}=(RLi/ l<i,<n). 
Each 1-cocycle ai E Z’(T, k*) =X,(3$ which is defined by 6,(a) = 
u(L,)/Li (a E J), coincides with the homomorphism 
det: ,S;. 3 u t+ [determinant of u] E k*. 
Now this theorem is a special case of Theorem 2.9. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If p = 0 or (IGl,p) = 1, then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) RG is a Gorenstein ring. 
(2) fdet-, is a det-’ -invariant of G where dett ’ E X,(G) stands for the 
homomorphism 
G 3 u t--+ [determinant of al-’ E k*. 
Proof This can be shown as in the proof of 19, (2.4)] (the results of 
Watanabe [ 11, 121 is essential in the proof of this). 
Let 3?‘(G) be the subgroup of G generated by all pseudo-reflections in G 
and recall that @JG) = nXEx,(Gj Ker x. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The homomorphism 
s: X,(G) 3x F+ (detsi(x)),<iCm E @ XJCq) 
I<i<m 
is surjective and e, e, . . . e, is equal to the cardinality of the set consisting of 
all linear characters x of G in k* such that R, are free RG-modules. 
Furthermore the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(1) s is an isomorphism. 
(2) G = 2’(G) V,(G). 
(3) For all x E X,(G), R, are free R”-modules. 
This proposition follows immediately from Proposition 2.5, Corollary 2.8 
and Theorem 2.11. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL( V), then 
we have X,(G) = XE(G) where 6 is the algebraic closure of k. 
Proof. We apply Proposition 3.3 to the natural kc-module kBk V and 
then X,(G) is isomorphic to @ I c iGm L/e,Z. Thus, the assertion follows from 
Proposition 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a subring of k with k as the quotient field 
and assume that A is a Krull domain. Let W be an A-free AG-submodule of 
V which generates V as a vector space over k and let B be the symmetric 
algebra of W over A. If G = 2?‘(G) gk(G), then the natural homomorphism 
a: Cl(B’) + Cl(B) is injective. 
Proof: Since U(A) = U(B) and G acts trivially on k, we have 
H’(G, U(B)) = Z’(G, U(A)) and H’(G, U(R)) = Z’(G, k*). Hence, the 
canonical homomorphism /3: Hi(G, U(B)) + H’(G, k*) is injective and the 
image of p is contained in HA(G, k*). By Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 3.3 we 
get 
Ker OL E &(G, U(B)) = (0). 
Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 are generalizations of main results of (3 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose that k is algebraically closed and G is a 
solvable group with 1 G 1 E k*. If RG is factorial, then R” is a polynomial 
ring. 
Proof. Assume that RG is factorial. Then by Corollary 2.12 we see that 
G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL( V), and hence RG is a 
polynomial ring (cf. [8]). 
Hereafter we suppse that R” is a polynomial ring (notice that char(k) =p 
is arbitrary). Then G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V) (cf. IS]). 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G such that G/N is abelian. Furthermore we 
assume that (1 G/N 1, p) = 1 if p > 0. By the character theory of finite abelian 
groups we see that N = (-I,,,, Kerx for a subgroup /i of X,(G) (cf. 3.4). 
Since X,(G/N) = X,(G/N), every irreducible kG/N-module is one dimen- 
sional, and hence there is a natural isomorphism 
@RN+ @ R, 
XE.4 
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of graded RG-modules. Let S: X,(G) + GL,(k) denote the homomorphism 
defined by S(J) = diag(s,k),..., fmi,ol)) for x E X,(G) where fik) is the image 
of si(x) mod ei under a fixed embedding Z/e,Z G k* as groups (Z/e,.Z can be 
embedded in k*) (diag(a, ,..., a,) stands for the matrix 
which is diagonal). 
LEMMA 3.7. There is an isomorphism 
r/: Gab/(Gab)p -+ X,(G) 
of groups such that for any element Q of Cq (I < i < n) 
fj(r(a)) = det u if vi - uj 
(1 <j,< ml. 
ZZ 1 otherwise 
Proof: Let ui be an element of CS;. whose canonical image in q/q is a 
generator of J/q (recall that q/q is cyclic) and let l: S;/q @ S;/g* @ . -. 
0 C&,/gm -+ Gab/(Gab)p be a homomorphism defined by 
a( L..., 1 ) uiq, l)..., 1)) = ui[G, G](Gab>p (1 ,<i<m). 
Ci-riiimeS 
For each 1 < i < m, by Proposition 3.3 we can find a linear character x of G 
such that si(x) = 1 and {j 1 1 <j < m, sjk) # 0) = (i}. If (uylgi ,..., u$Q is 
contained in Ker < for some integers ai, then we have 
x(+5 ,**., u$qm) = x(ui)o~ 
= (det (T~)~I 
I= 1. 
Therefore, r is a monomorphism. G is generated by pseudo-reflections in 
GL(V) and, hence, r is an isomorphism (cf. Proposition 3.3). On the other 
hand it follows from the definition of S that 
Im S= @ (diag(l,..., 1, det Ui, 1, . . . . 1)). 
I<i<m czzz 
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Let y: <7,/g, @ ... @ TJgm + Im S be a homomorphism such that 
Ytt l,..., 1, Is&, l)...) 1)) = diag( l,..., 1, det ci, l,..., 1). 
CGS ,,m 
Then y is bijective and q = S-‘y<-’ is an isomorphism as desired. 
We now define a homomorphism p: G -+ GL,(k) such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
X,(G) 7 Wn(k) 
T n T P 
Ga*/(G**),, t-- G 
can. 
THEOREM 3.8. RN is a complete intersection if and only ifp(N) coincides 
with the group G,(k) in GL,(k) for some datum D (see [ 131, for definition 
of G,(k) and D)* 
We shall prove this theorem in several steps. 
(3.9) Let S be an m-dimensional polynomial ring k(X,,..., X,] over 
k on which GL,(k) acts in the natural way. For any element 
a=(a,,...,a,)EZ’:, X” stands for the monomial X;ll es- X> in S. Clearly 
p(G) is a diagonal group and we have SD(‘) = k[XyI,..., X’,]. 
(3.10) PN’ is generated by 
{XT!,..., Xe,m}U (X”(X) IxEA) 
as a k-algebra where Q) = (s,(x),..., s,,,(x)). 
Proof: For any element a = (a, ,..., a,) E L y, Xa is an invariant of p(G) 
relative to a linear character v. Then X”’ is contained in S, if a’ = 
ai ,..., a;) E Zy satisfies that a, z a; mod e, and a; < ei (1 < i < m). Since G 
is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V), for t E p(N) we can choose 
pseudo-reflections ri from G such that r = ~(r, . .. 5,). Then, by Lemma 3.7, 
we have 
t(X”)/X”(= r(XaV)/Xa’) = r, . . . r,(F)/F, 
where 
Hence the condition p(N) 6 Ker v is equivalent to the condition FE R’. 
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Obviously v satisfies that sj(v) = a,! (1 < i < m; 1 <j < n) when Ui - Uj,. 
Thus, w belongs to A if and only if p(N) is contained in Ker w. Because P’“’ 
is generated by monomials as a k-algebra, we must have 
PN) = k[ (xp’,..., X2} u p’ / ): E ‘4 ) 1. 
For a graded algebra A = Bia,, Ai, A , denotes the irrelevant ideal 
@i>o Ai of A. 
(3.11) There is a natural isomorphism 
R”IR “+ R” r SP’N)/S$C)SP’N) 
of k-algebras. 
Proof: Using the isomorphism 0, we can identify RN/R: RN with the k- 
algebra OXEn kfx mod Ry RN whose multiplication rule is defined by 
f,, mod Ry RN -fX2mod RYR” =fXIX2mod RYR” if si(x() + Si&) < ei 
=o otherwise. 
Then the k-linear homomorphism 
R”/R’,’ R” ~ SP’“‘/S~:“)SP’“’ 
UJ W 
is a k-algebra isomorphism where a, are elements of k (cf. (3.10)). Hence the 
assertion follows. 
(3.12) Since RN (resp. Sp’N)) is a finitely generated graded free RG- 
module (resp. PG’ -module) and RG (resp. SP”‘) is a polynomial ring over 
k, R” (resp. SP’N’) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Hence the ideal RyRN (resp. 
SP,‘G’SP’N’) is generated by an RN-regular (resp. SP’“‘-regular) sequence and 
RN is a complete intersection if and only if SP’N) is a complete intersection. 
In 113 ] Watanabe has already determined such a group p(N) that Sp’N) is a 
complete intersection (i.e., p(N) coincides with G,(k) for some datum D). 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 3.8 is completed. 
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